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DO NOT BLOCK THE WAY OF INQUIRY!
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Learning at Blanchelande College, 
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also an elected member of the Section 
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member of the Board of the UK School 
Library Association. He is also originator 
of  FOSIL (Framework of Skills for Inquiry 
Learning, (2011) and the FOSIL Group 
(2019).

DARRYL TOERIEN
FOSIL UK 

1 Note that from September 2021 – October 2021, there was one full-time librarian. From October 2021 – January 2023 there were 
1.5 FTE librarians, but the main focus of the 0.5 FTE librarian until recently has been taking over responsibility for the Extended 
Project Qualification (see later). The 0.5 FTE librarian has been appointed a full-time librarian from February 2023. This increase in 
staffing is a consequence of the successful implementation of the library’s instructional program and motivated using ASLA-ALIA 
Recommended Minimum Information Services Staffing Levels.

I was delighted to be contacted by Lee about 
writing a follow-up article for ACCESS reflecting 
on my progress as Head of Inquiry-Based 
Learning at Blanchelande College in Guernsey 
since my appointment in September 2021. As 
with Lee’s previous invitation (Volume 36, Issue 
2, June 2022), I marvelled at the synchronicity 
of her request, except this time I was finishing 
off a submission to the UK School Library 
Association 2023 Enterprise of the Year Award, 
which focussed on establishing a secondary 
school library that is integral to the educational 
process as envisioned by the IFLA School 
Library Manifesto (IFLA, 2021), and as outlined 
in the IFLA School Library Guidelines (IFLA, 
2015). The school library becomes integral to 
the educational process through its instructional 
program, which the Guidelines outline as 
essentially consisting of the following activities:

 Literacy and reading promotion (includes  
 appreciation of literature and culture)

 Inquiry-based teaching and learning (includes  
 media and information literacy)

 Technology integration
 Professional development for teachers.

Inquiry, understood in terms of the Guidelines, 
is both central to the program and encompasses 
all of the activities that make up the program. 
Inquiry is, therefore, also key to ensuring a 
balanced program. Consequently, the specific 
focus of my submission was inquiry, which 
aligned my submission neatly with Lee’s 
proposed article.1 

I start with Charles Sanders Peirce’s corollary upon the first rule of reason (emphasis added):

Upon this first, and in one sense this sole, rule of reason – that in order to learn you must 
desire to learn, and in so desiring not be satisfied with what you already incline to think – 
there follows one corollary which itself deserves to be inscribed upon every wall of the city 

https://asla.org.au/staffing-levels
https://asla.org.au/staffing-levels
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of philosophy: Do not block the way of inquiry. (1955, p. 54)
However, the Guidelines identify two broad challenges to inquiry, which are summarised here:

 Creating a sound instructional model of the inquiry process 

involves years of research, development, and practical experimentation, and 
schools without a model recommended by their education authority should select 
a model that aligns most closely with the goals and learning outcomes of their 
curricula, rather than attempting to develop their own models (p. 41). 

Moreover, 
as teachers and students apply the [chosen] model they may wish to adapt the 
model to serve school goals and local needs; however, caution should be exercised 
in adapting any model, because without a deep understanding of the theoretical 
foundations of the model, adaptations may eliminate the power of the model (p. 
43).

 Instructional models of the inquiry process incorporate essential metacognitive, cognitive,  
 emotional and social learning skills that are “best developed progressively within a subject  
 context, with topics and problems drawn from the curriculum” (p. 42). Therefore, 

inquiry-based learning activities should be designed to promote progression 
and continuity in students’ learning, which means that skills must be introduced 
progressively through stages and levels, and a school librarian should take a 
leadership role in ensuring there is a systematic approach to teaching an inquiry 
process that is guided by a school-based continuum of media and information 
skills and strategies (p. 43).

Understanding that these two challenges are fundamentally related meant that both could be 
addressed at the same time.

FOSIL is an instructional model of the inquiry process that was adapted by the author from the 
Empire State Information Fluency Continuum (ESIFC) in 2011. The ESIFC was chosen as the basis for 
FOSIL precisely because it is both a sound instructional model of the inquiry process (developed in 
2003) and a highly detailed, systematic and progressive framework of inquiry skills from Reception 
to Year 13 (developed in 2009 and re-imagined in 2019). This made FOSIL the obvious choice for 
Blanchelande College.

However, as Barbara Stripling, the originator of the ESIFC, reminds and exhorts us, a sound 
instructional model is only the first step towards “structuring teaching around a framework of the 
[inquiry] skills that students must develop at each phase of inquiry over their years of school and 
in the context of content area learning” (2017, p. 52). This task presents a further, more complex, 
challenge that is unique to each school and its library/ian(s), to use Anthony Tilke’s term for the 
school library and librarian(s) as a complex interdependent system (2015), even though individual 
stories will have features in common.

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner made the case more than 50 years ago that “of all the ’survival 
strategies’ education has to offer, none is more potent or in greater need of explication than the 
‘inquiry environment’” (1971, p. 36). Sadly, the great need for explication remains. Although the 
reasons for this are beyond the scope of this article, some observations are necessary. Postman, in 
his provocatively titled The End of Education: Redefining the Value of School (1996), highlights the 
already growing preoccupation among educators with “the engineering of learning...and teaching 
methods based on research in cognitive science,” lamenting the shift from providing compelling 
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metaphysical reasons for learning to inventing ever-more technical methods of instruction (p. 26). 
More recently, Michael Young (2022), in an interview reflecting on his very influential work on 
powerful knowledge, was asked what advice he would give to teachers interested in applying his 
ideas about powerful knowledge to how they interpret their school’s curriculum. Young replied (my 
emphasis added):

I would remind them of a point [Russian psychologist] Lev Vygotsky made: that 
acquiring knowledge in school has to be the voluntary act of a learner. You can’t 
actually teach anybody anything; they have to learn it. You can help them, but 
they’ve got to have that desire to know. If you haven’t encouraged students 
to engage in the process of acquiring knowledge, which is a very difficult 
process, then all you get is memorisation and reproduction in tests.…
The current interest in the curriculum overlooks this point. It’s so concerned 
with saying, “Have we got the knowledge?” that it forgets to ask, “How is the 
knowledge being acquired?”

Young’s comments bring us full circle, reminding us that the dynamic inquiry process of coming to 
know and understand the world and ourselves in it is the outworking of an inquiry stance of wonder 
and puzzlement, and that, as the Guidelines highlight, 

in deciding to use a process approach to inquiry-based learning, school librarians 
and teachers face the same fundamental issue [which is] how to influence, orient, 
and motivate the pursuit of learning using a process of discovery that encourages 
curiosity and the love of learning (p. 43). 

This revaluing of educational ends and means provided an important backdrop for implementing 
an inquiry-centred instructional program.

Even though Blanchelande College offers a GCSE/A-Level educational pathway, which tends to 
be content-heavy and exam-focussed, the philosophy that guides the school is that of a liberal 
education, which has intellectual freedom as its ultimate goal, and in which academic disciplines 
(or subjects) both equip students with bodies of knowledge and enable the methods appropriate 
for building and sharing knowledge within and between those disciplines. The school visualises 
this educational process in terms of the Hero’s Journey, which is powerfully expressed through 
a rich iconographic vocabulary developed by the Design Director (see, for example, the College 
Prospectus). This process of becoming knowledge-able – that is, to become increasingly able to 
extend knowledge in action that is directed towards the common good and individual enrichment 
(Wells, 2001) – is the inquiry process as embodied in and through FOSIL. The obvious starting point, 
then, was to visualise FOSIL using the existing iconographic vocabulary of the Hero’s Journey, 
and specifically in terms of the Heroic Inquiry journey, which now appears in all student planners. 
Moreover, and in consultation with Barbara Stripling, we developed a simplified version of FOSIL 
specifically for use in primary school (download as JPG), and the following version of Heroic Inquiry 
now appears in poster form in all classrooms around the school.

Our second step was to consider how to begin structuring teaching around the underlying framework 
of inquiry skills, which may be linked to induction, especially in transition years, but clearly can’t be 
limited to it. To focus this work, we extracted the priority inquiry skills in transition years (download 
as PNG). Because inquiry, especially in the form of a Signature Work,2 is a distinguishing feature 
of a liberal education, our next step was to embed a Signature Work inquiry in each phase of the 
school, focussing on transition between phases and priority skills. 

2 A Signature Work is a substantial inquiry-based investigation of a significant problem that is personally defined, and, conse-
quently, bears the unique imprint of its author. See What Liberal Education Looks Like (AAC&U, 2020).

https://cdn.flipsnack.com/widget/v2/widget.html?hash=fxhpauc7e
https://cdn.flipsnack.com/widget/v2/widget.html?hash=fxhpauc7e
https://fosil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/FOSIL-Cycle-3-Primary-JPEG-scaled.jpg
http://antispam.csu.edu.au:32224/?dmVyPTEuMDAxJiY5ZGYzODk4NzRkODM2OTNkNT02M0ZEQzQwMV8yMTAwMF84OTAxXzEmJjg2ZGQ1N2NkNmUxYjRlNz0xMzMzJiZ1cmw9aHR0cHMlM0ElMkYlMkZmb3NpbCUyRW9yZyUyRXVrJTJGd3AtY29udGVudCUyRnVwbG9hZHMlMkYyMDIyJTJGMTAlMkZIZXJvaWMtSW5xdWlyeS1TaG9ydC1WZXJzaW9uLURlZmluaXRpb24lMkVwZGY=
https://fosil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Transition-Skills.png
https://fosil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Transition-Skills.png
https://www.aacu.org/trending-topics/what-is-liberal-education
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Fig 1: FOSIL cycle primary

Signature Work inquiries:

 Year 6, drawing together curricular work in Art, English, ICT, Library, Mathematics and Science, 
and leading to a CREST Bronze Award. See FOSIL Group Forum topic, Year 6 (Grade 5) 
Interdisciplinary Signature Work Inquiry @ Blanchelande College.

 Year 9, drawing together curricular work in English, ICT and Library, and leading to a 
compulsory GCSE English Spoken Language Endorsement in Year 9 and a voluntary Higher 
Project Qualification (HPQ) in Year 10. See FOSIL Group Forum topic, Year 9 (Grade 8) 
Interdisciplinary Signature Work Inquiry @ Blanchelande College.

 Year 12, leading to a voluntary Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) in Year 12/13. The 
Interrobang!? Inquiry Course, which is compulsory for all Year 12 students, has made a 
noticeable difference in purposeful take up of the EPQ. This culminated in our very successful 
inaugural celebration of Sixth Form Signature Work in November 2022. See FOSIL Group 
Forum topic, Year 12 (Grade 11) Interrobang!? Inquiry Course @ Blanchelande College.

 While not yet at Signature Work inquiry level, we have begun to reflect on what this might 
look like in Infants (Reception - Year 2) in the FOSIL Group Forum.

 The implementation of the inquiry-centred instructional program has not been restricted 
to these transition-year Signature Work inquiries, and inquiry-based collaborations with 
classroom-based teachers is a regular feature in the weekly Principal’s Newsletter.

https://www.crestawards.org/crest-bronze
https://tinyurl.com/2p8fct3v
https://tinyurl.com/2p8fct3v
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/projects/project-qualifications/PQ2-7992/introduction
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/projects/project-qualifications/PQ2-7992/introduction
https://tinyurl.com/mps8f3pb
https://tinyurl.com/mps8f3pb
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/projects/project-qualifications/EPQ-7993/introduction
https://fosil.org.uk/forums/topic/year-12-grade-11-interrobang-inquiry-course-blanchelande-college/
https://tinyurl.com/32hw7nyh
https://tinyurl.com/32hw7nyh
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Figure 2: Stages of FOSIL and indicators of achievement across transition years.

Of this work, Barbara Stripling writes:

The in-depth instructional program delivered by the Blanchelande librarians is an 
exemplary model of embedding inquiry into the teaching and learning of a school, 
thus empowering students to ask questions, pursue answers, and, as a result, build 
knowledge that is academically sound and personally meaningful. (SLA Enterprise of 
the Year award submission for UK, personal correspondence, 27/01/2023).

Inquiry does not exist in isolation, and neither does the program, which the Guidelines make clear. 
It is worth concluding, therefore, with a brief reflection from the perspective of the Guidelines on 
other factors that determine the extent to which the library is integral to the educational process.

In terms of the programme:
 Reading and literacy promotion: Inquiry, which aims at building knowledge and understanding 

from information, is dependent on reading in its fullest sense, which includes non-fiction and 
fiction. Therefore, and in addition to many of the usual activities associated with developing 
a culture of reading, timetabled reading for learning, which is a key whole-school academic 
target, is a distinguishing feature of our Signature Work inquiries. As the Director of Studies 
notes, this is not at the expense of recreational reading and literacy promotion: Between 
December 2021 and December 2022, Senior student (Year 7-11) enjoyment of reading 
increased from 5% lower than the average identified in the National Literacy Trust Annual 
Survey to 11% higher, and 10% more students reported regular use of a library to take out 
books.
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 Technology integration: The framework of inquiry skills that undergirds FOSIL provides 
us with a very powerful tool for determining which skills are technology-dependent, either 
by definition or in use. This, in turn, allows us to approach the adoption and integration 
of technology from the perspective of inquiry-based teaching and learning needs, and also 
informs our PD for teachers (see below).

 Professional development for teachers: We have contributed to the INSET programme at 
the start of every term, both whole-school and optional. We have also contributed to Heads of 
Department and departmental meetings. Where appropriate, these presentations are freely 
available in FOSIL Presentations on the FOSIL Group web site.

More broadly:
 The school recently reviewed its aims, which now include explicit reference to the intellectual 

life of inquiry. Our concern with inquiry is, actually, about developing the student as inquirer, 
which is why there is, unsurprisingly, a very close correspondence between the seven aims 
taken together and the Portraits of an Engaged and Empowered Inquirer in the FOSIL Group 
Forum.

 Crucially, FOSIL-based inquiry is also integral to the educational process at a policy level, 
most importantly the publicly available Curriculum Policy, which also includes the content 
area Unit Proforma developed with the Director of Studies, and the accompanying Lesson 
Plan Proforma, both of which reference FOSIL. We are currently working with the Director of 
Studies on an Academic Integrity Policy, which is linked to the development of digital/media 
and information literacy skills within the FOSIL-based inquiry process and in content area 
teaching.

 Finally, the Head of Inquiry-Based Learning is a member of the Academic Strategy Committee 
and the Education Sub-Committee of Governors.

Concluding statement by the Principal

Although the creation of a well-proportioned library space and a suitable budget was a highly 
significant and symbolic statement of intent, this material and financial aspect proved to be 
comparatively simple to achieve. Our vision was for a library that facilitates liberal education in the 
truest sense – students capable of independently inquiring into subjects and learning to question 
perceptively and think deeply. However, it took the appointment of a Teacher-Librarian with insight 
into the inquiry process and the subsequent creation of an inquiry-based learning department 
for us to begin using this vital resource to effectively equip students (and their teachers) with 
the knowledge that enables them to get more knowledge for themselves. As evidenced above, 
the embedding of FOSIL-based inquiry across all key stages and subjects is well underway, as a 
consequence of which the library has become integral to the educational process of the school, to 
the great and lasting benefit of our students.

https://fosil.org.uk/forums/forum/general-information/fosil-presentations/
https://www.blanchelande.co.uk/about-us/our-mission-aim-and-ethos/
https://fosil.org.uk/forums/topic/portraits-of-an-engaged-and-empowered-inquirer/
https://www.blanchelande.co.uk/about-us/policies/
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